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Foreword
Static Anallysis is increasingly recognised as a fundamental tool for lhigh perfor-
mance implementations and verication systems of high-level programming languages.
The last two decades have witnessed substantial developments in this area, ranging
from theoretical frameworks to design, implementation, and application of analysers in
optimising compilers. The aim of the Static Analysis Symposia is to promote contacts
and information exchange among scientists who share common interests in the static
analysis eld.
The Third International Static Analysis Symposium (SAS'96) was held in Aachen,
Germany, 24{26 September 1996. The Symposium succeeds SAS'95, held in Glasgow,
Scotland, SAS'94, held in lNamur, Belgium, and the precedimg international workshops
WSA'93, WSA'92, and JTASPEFl'91.
In response to the call for papers, 79 submissions were received; each submission
was reviewed by at least 3 experts, and 22 high-quality papers were accepted for pre-
sentation. In order to broaden the impact and audience, SAS'96 was held in conjunction
with the ALP'96 and PLILP'96 conferences and was hosted by the capable sta of
Aachen University.
This special issue issue includes 5 papers that were presented at the meeting plus a
newly written paper based on one of the invited lectures. All papers were revised and
reviewed for journal publication. The papers cover a variety of topics such as constraint-
based program analysis, abstract interpretation of cache bahaviour and alias analysis,
ecient solution of equation systems, and termination analysis of partial functions. All
share a common thread, namely, the application of formal techniques to derive correct
and ecient static analyses. This theme ts well with the objectives of Science of
Computer Programming.
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